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ABSTRACT 
Photoinduced electron spin resonance s ignals  have been observed i n  
isola ted chloroplas ts  and o ther  g r e e n  ma te r i a l s  with a growth t ime not affected 
b y  reducing the tempera ture  to -140°. This  i s  in te rpre ted  in  t e r m s  of con-  
duc tion -band and trapped -e lec t ron  theory.  
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Some years  ago--on the basis  of a study of the kinetics of the Hill  r e -  
action in flashing light ( I ) ,  together with a var ie ty  of independent chemical and 
kinetic studies of photosynthesis a s  well a s  the kinetics of some luminescence 
experiments  (2 ) - - a  proposal was made concerning the nature of the e a r l y  
processes  in the t ransforma tion of electromagnetic energy into chemical  
potential. This proposal involved an ordered a r r a y  of chlorophyll and col lateral  
molecules ,  suggested by the s t ructural  detail  that has  been provided f o r  the 
photosynthetic organelles of green plants. 
The sequence of events was proposed a s  an absorption leading to the f i r s t  
excited singlet s ta te  of chlorophyll, which then was converted into a tr iplet  e x -  
citation, followed by an ionization process  which would lead to a trapped e l ec -  
tron and a hole; these two entities were the reducing and the oxidizing com-  
ponents that must  be simultaneously generated. A par t  of the p rocess  involved 
the extremely rapid neutralization of the hole by  capture of an electron f r o m  
wa te r ,  o r  f rom a product formed f r o m  i t  (3). The resultant mater ia l  would then 
-ultimately appear a s  molecular  oxygen. The electron,  on the other hand, 
would pass  through a s e r i e s  of c a r r i e r s  (hydrogen c a r r i e r s )  such a s  a r e  well  
known in  biochemical processes  (thioctic acid,  pyridine nucleotide, flavin, e tc. ) , 
ultimately leading to the reduction of carbon dioxide. 
Although transient changes in the absorption spectrum of the photosynthetic 
par t ic les  during such a process  have been observed,  ( 5 , 6 ) ,  i t  ,has been difficult 
to identify the species responsible f rom such absorption changes in this complex 
of pigments. In such a sequence one might expect another physical property,  
m o r e  character is t ic  of a t  l eas t  two of these spec ies ,  to be observable--namely,  
the magnetism of the t r iplet  state of chlorophyll and the magnetism that would 
be associated with the trapped unpaired e lec t rons .  
* 
The work descr ibed in this paper  was sponsored b y  the U. S. Atomic 
Energy  Commission. 
Although the direct observation of the changes in total magnetic 
susceptibility under illumination would be ex tremel y difficult, i t  seemed 
likely to us that the sensitivity of the method s f  electron spin resonance might 
provide the means of making such a direct observation, and work toward this 
end was undertaken at  that time. Early observations on various kinds of 
leaves and other plant materials gave indications that such an electron spin 
signal would appear under illumination, and in the middle of last  year a report  
of the existence of such a light-induced signal in chloroplasts appeared ( 7 ) .  
F r o m  the data there presented, as well as  our own at that time, it was not 
possible to decide on the nature of the material responsible for the signal. 
Not only could it  have been the chlorophylk triplet a s  proposed, o r  the trapped 
electron, but it  could also have been radicals of the semiquinane type among the 
hydrogen car r ie r s  on the path between the trapped electron and carbon dioxide. 
One possible way of eliminating secondary chemical reactions a s  a 
potential source of the signal i s  to reduce the temperature at which the illumination 
i s  carr ied  out and determine the effect of this upon the rate a t  which the signal 
appears.  A further variable that seemed to us important in the determination 
of the growth time of the signal is the rate a t  which quanta of light a r e  actually 
impinging upon the sample. This we have also varied. And, finally, the nature 
of the green sample that i s  being examined may be expected to determine the 
growth and decay times of all of the various magnetic species we have mentioned. 
The electron spin resonance spectra of various samples under a variety of con- 
ditions were observed at a frequency of 9 . 3  kMc/sec (8'9, and the results  a r e  
given in Table 1. 
It  i s  thus clear  that the shortest growth times that we have so f a r  ob- 
served a r e  definitely limited by  the rate at  which quanta arr ive  at the sample. 
o Secondly, it i s  clear that cooling to -140 , at which temperature we may expect 
none of the ordinary enzymatic reactions to proceed at measurable ra tes ,  does 
not appreciably lengthen the time required for  the full signal to appear, while 
i t  does very materially lengthen the time required for the signal to disappear 
a f te r  the light i s  turned off. These facts a r e  consistent with the idea that the 
signal i s  produced by the product of a physical process only, as distinct f rom 
a n  enzymatic or  chemical one, as  we normallap conceive of it. The observation 
of a thermal luminescence and semiconductlvity for dried chlcrrop!asts has 
recently been reported and interpreted as  consistent with the idea that the 
chloroplas tis have some of the properties of semiconductors (9). 
The asymmetry of the signal itself (8), together with the fact  that the 
decay- -and probably the growth--is not a simple, single logarithmic one 
0 
even at  -140 , seems to call for more than one species as  responsible fo r  the 
over -all signal which we see.  Among these species may be the chlorophyll 
triplet (as  mentioned ear l i e r ) ,  the trapped electron, and, finally, some 
species of free radical resulting from the direct dissociation of a chemical 
bond in the absorption act. While it is possible to suppose that the cooling 
would enhance the lifetime of the chlorophyll triplet to the extent of hours, 
i t  does not  seem likely. We a re  thus left with the trapped electron and the 
possibilities of a dissociated bond. 
It  i s  perhaps worth noting that whatever the nature of the unpaired elec - 
tron producing this signal, i t s  coupling with the lattice around i t  must be 
rather poor in order to produce a signal as narrow as the one we see ,  suggesting 
i t s  location in a rather delocalized pi-type of orbital. It i s  to be expected 
that improvements in technique will lead to a more precise identification of 
the variety of unpaired electrons which almost certainly result  f rom the 
illumination of the photochemical apparatus in plants. 
Table 1. Electron spin resonance observations on various samples from 
photosynthetic material. 
Substance 
Light * Signal Signal 
intensity Temperature growth time decay time 
Dried leaves 1 ow 25O minutes hours 
Dried whole chloro- 
plasts (8) low 2 5' minutes hours 
60° seconds seconds 
Wet whole chloro- 
plas ts t 1 ow 25: seconds minute 
- 140 seconds hours 
Wet small  chloro - 
plas t fragments t low 2 5O seconds hours 
Wet large chloro- 
plas t fragments t 1 ow 2 5: -.30 seconds -30 seconds 
high 50 4 6  seconds -30 seconds 
high - 140 --lo seconds hours 
The g value of the resonance is  2.00. 
At room temperature, the width between points of maximum slope + 10 oersteds. 
At -140°, the width between points of maximum .slope Y 15 oersteds. 
Light quality: 5800 < 1 ( 8000 a. 
Equilibrium 
96 
Light intensity: ~ u a n t a / s e c  into cavity number of free electrons 
1 ow: - 10 15 
high: -10 16 
t N .  G. Pon, thesis, University of California, Berkeley,to be filed &re-1957. 
We a re  especially indebted to M r .  Pon for the preparation of these 
samples . 
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